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capitalism and democracy, as now set up, is the unprincipled commercial use
of this great invention. Instead of its being used for instruction and wholesome
entertainment, it seems to be used primarily to encourage young people to
smoke cigarettes, and to encourage their parents to waste money on useless
patent medicines, cosmetics and drinks.
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lic transportation between Boston, W ellesley, Worcester , and other points west
and south. This same Babson company created the Publishers Financial Bureau,
which controls the newspaper releases described in a previous chapter. At one
time it owned the only local newspaper, the Wellesley Townsman. It continually purchased large or small interests in different enterprises as an insurance
for the well-being of clients, students, employes, and the community in general.
Both as a means 0£ diversification and as an insurance to the stockholders, it
has also purchased miscellaneous stocks and bonds. Once the Business Statistics
Organization attempted to serve clients as a laboratory to test out markets and
as a cushion to prevent too rapid price changes when Babson's Reports made
recommendations to buy or sell. We £ound, however, that in this work we were
getting over our heads, and we there£ore soon gave it up.
There is one story in connection with our buildings that I must tell. When
I was selecting a brick to be used £or my house, Mr. Benjamin Proctor, an able
architect, called my attention to a !'cui" brick which, in view 0£ its supposed
in£eriority, was being sold at a reduced price by the brickyards. These were
mostly bricks that adjoined the fire in the kilns, hence they were very hard,
sometimes black or dark colored, and o£ten twisted or warped. Yet they were
less absorbent than ordinary bricks and they laid up to make a very attractive
structure. When the Institute buildings were erected, we used the same "cuI"
bricks. So attractive were our buildings that in the course 0£ a £ew years the
demand £or this type 0£ brick increased to such an extent that its price exceeded
that 0£ the A-I bricks, so called!
Another £eature which we developed was the use 0£ master keys. Each building has its individual key. Then there is a master key £or the B. S. 0. buildings,
a separate master key £or the Institute buildings, and a separate master key £or
my home buildings. Finally, there is a grand master key, which I mysel£ carry
in my pocket, and which opens all buildings owned by any 0£ these companies.
The maze 0£ different keys in most houses is a £oolish economic waste 0£ time
and energy. But I will not ramble on longer-especially as we are £ast approaching the time when the "Statistics" Company is to £urther increase its use£ulness
by purchasing large holdings in more corporations. This £eature will be discussed in a later chapter.
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his training. Certainly the public schools and colleges have been very lax in
these matters. Existing schools specialize in teaching men many subjects, but
most schools are woe£ully remiss in training men £or the practical application
0£ these subjects. When it comes to schools £or helping men and women to discover £or what they are best fitted, none existed up to 1932, when I published
a book entitled HoUl to Find a Job! I have written numerous magazine articles
and made many talks on the subject. One 0£ these popular talks is entitled
"The Six I's 0£ Success."
I became so discouraged, however, in attempting to interest others in this
work, that I suggested to Samuel Parker Allison that we try a definite experiment along these lines at Babson Park. I first became acquainted with Mr.
Allison in connection with an un£ortunate venture in Guatemala, Central
America, where I started to £ound a school to fit young Americans to engage
in Latin-American trade. Mr. Allison was a trained Presbyterian minister and
had had two or three success£ul churches in the West. To my great surprise,
he next turned up as a student at the Babson Institute. He gradually became
imbued with the desire to secure some practical knowledge to balance his
theoretical theology. He liked business li£e so well that, a£ter graduating from
the Babson Institute, he became a valued executive 0£ Babson's Reports. He
there£ore had an excellent background £or starting this important experiment
in vocational guidance and training men to secure positions.
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0£ the public schools and colleges is simply kicking down the ladder by which
education climbed.
The second month's work 0£ the school was devoted to discovering corporations, firms, and individuals which are able to give employment to a young
person with certain training and desires. For instance, a young person Who has
selling ability was put in touch with definite firms which we believed were in
need 0£ a young salesman. During this second month the students spent half
0£ their time in Greater Boston contacting firms with which they would like
employment; and they spent the other hal£ 0£ their time at Babson Park, telling
0£ their experiences and getting primed £or the next day's conflict. The present
system 0£ education which gives students years 0£ exclusive school work and
then throws them oUt into the world without any guidance, is much like £eeding a man £or -years on all potatoes and no meat, and then changing his diet
to all meat and no potatoes. At the end 0£ the second month, over half 0£ the
students were located in good positions.
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versally be adopted. The real test 0£ an education is not whether a person is
able to cram his memory so as to "pass" certain written examinations. That is
largely bunk, and all honest educators must admit it. Unless a person has
secured £rom a school or college course such training as will enable him to get
or to make a position £or himsel£, that education, in my humble opinion, is a
£ailure. Not until the end 0£ the entire period, there£ore, did the School £or
Positions know whether a student was or was not to be graduated. We had no
written examinations; the test consisted in whether or not the student had
secured a position. 1£ he had secured a position, he was given his diploma; i£
he had not secured a position, he was definitely re£used a diploma; But this is
not all. In order to keep the instructing force on its toes, we insisted that the
full tuition be returned, in the form of a certified check, to those whom the instructors had been unable to train sufficiently to secure a position. On the
crucial graduation day, every student received either a diploma or a certified
check £or sixty-five dollars.
In connection with this school, we attempted some broad use 0£ interesting
stories, illustrations, and examples. Although these stories, etc., do not in themselves prove anything, it is a £act that, a£ter a thing is proved, a story will help
to preserve it. People £orget proo£s, but they remember stories. We try to develop our students into human dynamos, instead 0£ into human phonograph
records. We try to get them to go into things "all over," with every ounce 0£
energy and with a £urious enthusiasm. The young person with irrepressible
activity, properly directed, will make a job £or himsel£ i£ no one gives him a job.
We always insist that every man or woman can be a success in some line 0£
work. We recognize, 0£ course, that many persons are not fitted £or what they
would like to do most, but even in such cases we are willing to help them try
to do the impossible. We never dodge an issue or give alibis. We are neither
carried away by our successesnor daunted by our £ailures.
BABSON PARK IDEALS
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Sanity, balance, common sense, and conscience are the characteristics which
make up a New England genius. It is £or such geniuses that Babson Park
stands. Although the Park contains considerable agricultural land, we lease
the use 0£ it to neighbors at a dollar a year. Where so many others are willing
to raise vegetables, we are content to raise ideas. My boyhood training taught
me that there are too many £armers. Although £armers are the £oundation 0£ the
nation, yet their principal service is the production 0£ honest, healthy, industrious, and sel£-reliant children, rather than cereals and cattle. Farming I commend as a mode 0£ living, but not as a method 0£ making money.
The one person whom we do not want at Babson Park is the one who lacks
initiative. Toiling and sweating are not enough £or us; they must be combined
with a willingness to try new experiments and to withstand the ridicule of
others. Our only difficulty with Babson Park has been the attempt 0£ certain
persons to capitalize on its name in a way which we do not approve. As I shall
abruptly turn to another subject in the £ollowing chapter, let me mention one
more £orm 0£ educational work which I have enjoyed. I refer to the "Special
Letters" which I periodically write to clients. In these letters I speak £rankly
on religious, educational, and other subjects. I get a big kick out 0£ writing
these letters and hope that the clients also enjoy them. Surely, as I compare the
opportunities £or education and training existing today with those existing in
my boyhood, all is in £avor 0£ today's young generation. May these young
people appreciate their opportunities is my earnest prayer .

Chapter

FINDING

XXV

FLORIDA

AND SUNSHINE

I

HA YE already told of the many trips which Mrs. Babson and I made to
Europe and Latin-America. I have not bothered readers regarding the visits
which we have made to all parts of the United States. Many trips were to deliver
addresses before Chambers of Commerce and at important conventions, but
most of them were made to secure statistical or other data regarding commodities, labor conditions, sales opportunities, investment securities, and general
.
business. On all these trips Mrs. Babson and I carefully observed the climate of
different sections. After my severe illness in 19°1-02,I made an intensive statistical study of climatic and health conditions in the United States. It was then that
I settled upon Arizona, and later became interested, with other men, in purchasing stock in the New Mexico and Arizona Land Company. In view of
my previous illness, a dry climate especially appealed to us.
It is always a temptation to think that our own troubles are the only troubles.
We forget that other people are suffering from entirely different troubles, and
may need entirely different climatic conditions. When tackling the subject from
this broader point of view, I learned that the world's most healthful climate is in
the island of New Zealand; while this country's .most healthful climate is in
the northwest corner of the United States-that is, in the state of Washington.
The entire Pacific Coast is a health resort, and fortunate are those who are born
there. These are the sections in which to preserve "that schoolgirl complexion."
If you have any doubt about it, visit these sections in the spring and summer,
when the roses are in bloom!
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many years previous. I would usually come back ill from speaking trips and
would have to spend a week or more in bed. Finally, Mrs. Babson and I determined on going away winters, where we could do our work out-of-doors, as
God intended we should.
We first visited New Mexico, Arizona, and Texas. We almost decided to
select San Antonio as a winter home; but there was then too much dust in
those sections. On the recommendation of President Woodrow Wilson, we
spent a couple of winters at Pass Christian, about sixty miles east of New Orleans, Louisiana. Here we got well acquainted with Mr. Rudolph Hecht, who
later became president of the American Bankers Association. On this Gulf
Coast we purchased a piece of property and built a small camp. Although Pass
Christian was a delightful community and had the most wonderful soft water
which we ever found, it was too damp for me. The Carolinas were beautiful
during spring and fall, and made one feel peppy in the winter, but they were too
cool for our outdoor winter work. This also applied to California, which cerf
tainly has more natural advantages than any other state in the Union. Finally,
we decided that Florida was the state which had a climate warm enough in
January and February for outdoor office work.
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This hilly country, covered with citrus trees, was a revelation to us. Those who
do not know the Scenic Highlands 0£ Florida have something to see. We
reached his home at Mountain Lake, where we had lunch.
FIRST FLORIDA INVESTMENT
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When

January,

overlooking

of the Mountain

That

from

In the course of the drive we

situated,

an hour, Mrs. Babson and I had purchased
and ordered

rest hour, and then Mr. and

at our

Mountain

and completely

Lake

furnished,

and even the table was set

food, ready for us to eat our luncheon.

Although

Frederick

Ruth

ultimately

over-extended

debt, he was a great man. He did splendid
the development
rest with

of the Mountain

that, he would

life as well
content,

plunged

into

to his efforts.
more

for him. His experience
ing and reaching

income

Like

enterprises.

suicide. Poor Fred Ruth!

got into
profit

on

been content

to

for the remainder

so many

Finally,

others,

of his

he was not

he lost everything

and

I shall always have a soft spot in my heart

is one of many which

a similar

and needlessly

and made a worthy

site. If he had only

have had a handsome

as a monument

but

committed

Lake

work

have kept me from

overextend-

end. It was another case of actions and reactions.
BEWARE OF FREEZES

Each year Mrs.

Babson

and I spent a longer

learned that we must have some activity
ness reports and the answering
Colony

were enthusiastic

or tangerine

ments. Mr. Herbert
why he owned

of letters. Most members

over citrus,

groves. There

season in Florida.

and owned

was also an interest

D. Kingsbury

orange,
in tung

grape fruit,

Purely

as a demonstration,

we purchased

of pine trees, set out a grove in accordance with
to the Endowment
kept from

Flmd

of the Babson Institute.

Lake
lemon,

oil and other experi-

was one of the exceptions.

no grove. He came over and whispered

soon

of busi-

of the Mountain

I asked him

once

in my ear: "Roger,

you put back into a grove all that you get out of a grove, you will
grovel"

We

there other than the writing

an ideal location,

if

have a fine
cleared it

expert advice, and presented it
Important

year to year on the costs and receipts from

records have been

this grove.

Otherwise,

neither Mrs. Babson nor I nor any of our interests, own citrus groves in Florida
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or anywhere
v~lopments

else. We believe that citrus £ruit and most other agricultural

I suppose our primary
0£ £reezes. When
United

reason £or not purchasing

making

our

study

lasted about seven days. Lakes,

over throughout

Florida,

severe £reeze in February,

stripped

the state 0£ practically

other

native

varying

plants.

degree-occurred

was done until
badly

Young

Southern

1886, which

all vegetation

died

every ten or twenty

them again spring

up £rom the roots. This

other

February
especially

remember.

states. Records

lasted ten days. This
£rom exposure.

years, although
practically

£rozen that it was necessary to cut them

present residents

the

show
again

except the pine trees, myrtle,

deer and cattle

12 and

throughout

ponds, and even streams, were £rozen

the £reeze 0£ 1894-95. Then

£reezes. On

conditions

was the £ear

2, 1866, there was a severe £reeze

Texas, and all other

another

citrus property

0£ climatic

States, we were told that on January

which

de-

are poor business investments.

no great damage

all citrus

trees were so

off £rom the ground

£reeze was £ollowed

13, 1899, there

occurred

and

Freezes-o£

and let

at intervals

by

a £reeze which

In 1917, and again in 1928, there were

semi-£reezes.
We saw no logical

reason why

these £reezes should

in the £uture. One may not come £or twenty

not occur

periodically

years, or it may come at any time.

A £reeze such as that 0£ 1866, or 0£ 1886, or even like the 1894-95 £reeze, would
temporarily
would

wipe out the entire citrus industry

0£ the state. Although

sprout back again £rom the roots, they would

£or about
mometer
me, killing

ten years. Incidentally,
dropped

£or one night

all £ruit

while

be thrown

I was writing

to as low as eighteen

in these groves

and damaging

this

the trees

out 0£ bearing
book,

in certain

the ther-

groves near

the trees. The

tangerine

crop was practically wiped out by this £reeze 0£ December II and 12, 1934!
1 There has been considerablequestion as to how loW the temperaturesactually did get in
Florida during the seriousfreeze of DecemberII and 12, 1934, with its consequentSerious.
damage
not only to fruit but to young treesand to the fruit wood.
The folloWing table is taken from the official publication of the United Statesweather bureau
and gives not only the 1934 loW temperatures,but the minimum temperaturesat the same Florida
stationsduring previoUsperiods of cold-namely, 1886, 1894, 1895, 1899, 1917, 1928 and 1934:
Station
1886
1894
1895
1899
1917
1928
1934
Arcadia
21
23
21
Archer
14
13
15
10
18
Avon Park .,
,
,.. -21
23
27
29
21
Bartow
-20
22
22
26
24
23
Bradenton
23
19
23
25
21
28
25
Brooksville
17
16
18
18
21
20
Cedar Keys
15
20
22
24
Clermont
20
18
20
23
23
25
Eustis
,
-16
16
17
20
22
24
Ft. Myers
24
30
28
27
30
29
Ft. Pierce
26
32
30
Gainesville ...,
-6
17
15
16
Hypoluxo
,
-26
29
28
31
31
Inverness
,.. .:
14
20
17
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Forty-five per cent of the oranges were lost. The grape fruit survived best of
all. These comments may seem pessimistic as to Florida; but they apply in a
general way to all sections where citrus fruits are raised.
TRUTH ABOUT CITRUS GROVES
In my

humble

opinion,

those investing

should consider only properties
Haven,

and Lakeland.

joining

and sloping

in Florida

south of a line drawn

Furthermore,

it is advisable

down to a lake. Experts

stand "having

their

to such oaks is especially

these precautions,

experienced

groves piles of wood which
Most

of the groves

citrus

covered with
adapted

grove

0£ the owner:'

"air

drainage,"

for citrus

groves.

trees will

setting
young

to citrus.

operators

in Florida

are owned

out

not

a new

oak trees, as

In addition

always

by Northern

and physicians,

done. These people fail to understand

footprints

when

land ad-

to the water

keep

to all
in

their

may be fired in an emergency.

many preachers, school-teachers,
thing

high

season. Citrus

It is also advisable,

grove, to be sure that the land is naturally
the soil native

Winter

land provides

and too wet in the rainy

feet wet."

ceI:tainly

to purchase

flat woods land is useless, in my opinion,

It is too dry in winter

groves
Orlando,

say that land sloping

is even better than high flat land, as the sloping
so called. Typical

citrus
through

people,

who are obliged

that "the

including

to hire every-

best fertilizers

As a result of this situation,

are the

the people who sell the

trees and fertilizer,

and who render the care, are the only ones who, in the long

run, make money

from

however,

profitable,

third

is often

as many

pete success£ully
industry

the small amount
Station
Jacksonville.
Lake

..

City.

Merrits

must ultimately

with

California

is that

Island

.

they

Plant

transportation

0£ the £ruit which

.

A

charges

is actually

Titusvi[le

Springs

to com-

£undamental

difficulty

with

are heavy

compared

with

eaten by the consumers.

For

1894

1895

1899

1917

1928

1934

14
17
22

14

10

16

19

15
22

6

15
26

17

23
20

26

24

15

14

17

19
16

30

29

32
18

30
20

16

12

19
II

20

27
18
22

24

22

7

17

17

21

20
13

23
20

25
21

16

24
18
22
22

26

15
26

15
26

24

24
24

29

19

21
12
Tarpon

one-

experts

15

..

Tampa

Many

1886

...

Augustine

Tallahassee.
St.
Sanford.
Leo

off with

modern.

come to some £orm of irrigation

19
18
City

of packing-houses,

be better

were

,

Pensacola

operating

might

and Texas.

Oca1a
Orlando

St.

The

Florida

provided

...

Miami

industry.

although

packing-houses,

believe that Florida
the citrus

the citrus

12

II

19

22

19
18

22
19

-2
22
20

23

20

23
22
25
20
27
25
23
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that reason, I have spent considerable time and money in aiding experiments £or the canning 0£ citrus juices. Consumers want only the juice, as the
juice gives both the pleasing taste and the needed vitamins. Yet under the
present system, shipping charges must be paid on the entire orange, although
only 20 per cent or less is juice. The latest development is in connection with
"£rozen concentrates," which is the juice with much 0£ the water removed.
This water is returned by the housewi£e when the juice is ready to serve.
SELECTA NATIVE INDUSTl!:Y
I did invest some money
From

in pine lands which

these lands I sell annually

ing wood continually

a certain

is increasing

fear £reezes, I am in constant

are suitable

amount

in quantity

ation.

Wild

port

a cow. These

properly

watered.

Some day the planting

materially

native

grasses. Immediately

help the cattle industry;

we had considerable
through

vegetation,

government

extra

aid and the hearty

and certain

0£ the property,

cooperation

agricultural

project

will

new grasses
with
ranch,

0£ the cattle men. These
however,

that

they
0£ the

trees.

0£ land £or cattle pays the taxes and care

to depend upon the growing

live on his ranch, truck

his personal attention,

is

they rent, in order to make it

£actors £or interest on my money. As is the case with
a man who will

the land

but this pest has been eradicated

and the young

0£ cattle or the rental
but I am obliged

under
to sup-

they own in £ee, because such burning

old grass also burns the soil humus
The raising

well

my twelve-thousand-acre

over land which

over land which

pretty

but now we get on very well

easier £or the cattle to get the new green grass. I notice,
never so burn

to large

£or re£orest-

£eed, provided

0£ crotalarias

£rom the "tick,"

cattle men still carelessly burn

I do not

about ten acres are required

a£ter purchasing

trouble

I am dependent

but these are now

cows need no care nor

should

the remain-

£ear 0£ fires. These fires do no harm

hogs are also a detriment,

As there is not much

while

and value. Although

trees, but they destroy the small trees upon which
control.

0£ wood;

£or cattle-raising.

pines and other

most agricultural

projects,

£arm, or even citrus grove, and give it

get wages £or himsel£ and £amily;

is hopeless £or absentee investors,

but almost every

except as sustenance in-

surance. It has been my habit to sepnd at least two hours in the saddle on my
ranch every morning
-what

during

ern duties. Furthermore,
occur to me which
Florida,

the winters.

is much more important-enables
when

This both protects my investment

and

me to store up energy £or my North-

I am out alone on horseback

prove 0£ great value to clients. When

thoughts

often

asked what I raise in

I reply, "1 raise ideas."

LOCATINGAN EDUCATIONAL
COMMUNITY
To supplement our educational work for men at Babson Park, Massachusetts, Mrs. Babson and I founded a similar work for women. It has already
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been explained hoW, in order to utilize the health £eatures 0£ Florida outdoor
li£e, it was decided to start this educational work £or women in Florida. We
there£ore aided in the development 0£ a new community, which was named
Babson Park, Florida. This is located in the highest and most health£ul section
0£ the state, about eight miles SoUth 0£ our winter home at Mountain Lake.
In the center 0£ the state are the £amous Scenic Highlands, with hills ranging

An outline map of Florida showing the principal cities and the location
of Babson Park at the center.

from two hundred to three hundred feet in altitude. This ridge is about fifty
miles long, and averages three and one-half miles in width. Haines City is at
the northern end of the Scenic Highlands and Sebring is at the southern end.
Farther south are more highlands where the Lake Placid Club is located. Our
location is both in the center of the state and the center of this ridge 0£
highlands.
Babson Park is served by the Atlantic Coast Line Railroad, with through
Pullmans direct £rom New York City, and by the Florida Scenic Highway
which passesthrough the center 0£ the town. Adjoining the town on the west
is Lake Caloosa, one 0£ the largest and most beauti£ullakes in Florida. On the
north and south are orange groves, while to the east is a beauti£ul pine country. These conditions provide a maximum 0£ warmth without an excess 0£
humidity-that
is, breezes without dampness. It is the most suitable spot in
Florida £or camping, with its exhilarating climate and dry, warm weather. It
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is ideal for educational purposes, and provides health and happiness for all
who live there. It is especially adapted for intensive courses such as Webber
gives in twenty weeks plus supervised home reading.
ERECTING
OURBUILDINGS
Babson Park is the only spot in the Scenic Highlands which has the advantage 0£ having a railroad, a state highway, and a great lake converge at one
point. In addition, Babson Park is only £our miles £rom Highland Park, only
six miles £rom Lake Wales, and only eight miles £rom Mountain Lake, the
latter being one 0£ the most exclusive and interesting social centers 0£ Florida.
Palm Beach is to the southeast, connected by a hard road, while Tampa and
St. Petersburg are, respectively, fifty-six and seventy-five miles to the west, connected by a hard road. Babson Park may easily be reached by automobile £rom
any 0£ the large hotels in Florida. This location enables us to be by ourselves,
away £rom the social whirl so o£ten connected with wintering in Florida; yet,
in a £ew hours, one can be in any 0£ the big social centers £or which Florida
is noted.
The region is also rich in game and fish, the latter being £ound in any 0£ the
many lakes. Our little educational community is also close to the £amous Bird
Sanctuary and Singing Tower constructed by my good £riend, the late Edward
W. Bok, to whom Florida and the entire nation owe a debt 0£ gratitude.
A£ter clearing away the rubbish and cutting out the underbrush, the plans
£or an educational community were care£ully designed and the £ollowing
buildings were erected :
(I) Caloosa Dormitory, which is very attractively £urnished and provides
living-quarters and meals £or Webber students.
(2) Caloosa Arcade, which is £urnished and used £or living-quarters, with a
number 0£ baths.
(3) The Kingsbury Building, which contains the business offices 0£ the
college, and more very attractive dormitories. It adjoins the Babson Park
post office.
(4) The School Arcade, which is made up 0£ a large study hall, schoolrooms, and a public library.
(5) The Sports Building, on the lake, with auditorium, lockers, shower
baths, and pier where boats may be moored.
(6) The College Library, which is also used £or study and recitation rooms.
(7) The Garage, which has accommodations £or a large number 0£ cars,
with a repair shop and oil station.
These buildings are mostly 0£ tile construction, with red tile roo£s and cement
finish, and are 0£ the Spanish type 0£ architecture. They are well built, attractive, and practical, and have very spacious and well-kept grounds. In addition
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to the above, College interests also own valuable highway and lake frontage
and other real estate adjoining. This protects the community against undesirable developments.
LAKE CALOOSA
The Babson Park School District has erected a handsome school building of
Spanish architecture, while the citrus growers of the vicinity have real-estate
and other offices. There also are various private homes and a Community
Church. Adjoining Babson Park to the south is the town of Hillcrest Lodge,
and numerous cottages. Webber College has the land for a fine golf-course,
laid out for eighteen holes, but this has not been built. This course would be
unique for Florida, as it is hilly and scenic. It would be within a mile and a
half of the post office and convenient to the residential section. The course
would be very sporty with some interesting water hazards. I hope it will someday be a reality.
Lake Caloosa-of itself-is destined to make Babson Park a thriving community. It is a most wonderful body of clear spring water, some nine miles
long and three miles wide. It extends about three miles along the shore of
Babson Park, and has a white sand beach. The lake is popular for boating,
bathing, and fishing. Sailboats, motor-boats, rowboats, and canoes are constantly seen on its waters. Webber College has the only casino on the lake,
with its pier extending out into deep water from the center of the town. Some
day this section will witness a large amount of building, as it is an ideal spot
for Northern people to build winter homes.
FLORIDA PEOPLE
During
Florida

our winters
people,

states. Although
dilatory

in Florida,

Mrs. Babson and I have become fond

both the native
we Northern

stock and those who
people

methods of some all-year-round

get out of patience

with

advantages

climate
found

and

disadvantages.

residents, we ourselves would

do discourage
in Northern

that

vantages and disadvantages.
with

certain

energy,

communities.

summer

independence,

residents

Most Florida

initiative

the

which

are
ad-

to do business

yet we are sure they will
breakdown

have

Florida

among

outlive
the per-

of the state.
people are anxious

This is especially evident
sity at Gainesville

and

climates
of

we often find it irritating

in Florida,

us. We have never yet heard of a case of nervous
manent

weathers

probably

In the same way, all people have their

Although

people long resident

The

other

the apparent

get into the same habits if we lived in the state all the time. All
their

of the

have come from

to do what

is right

as they see the light.

in their desire for sane education.

and the Woman's

College at Tallahassee

The State Univerrank

well with

the
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universities of other states. Florida people have been very cooperative with
Rollins College at Winter Park, with Stetson University at Deland, and with
Southern College at Lakeland. Certain municipalities, such as Miami and
Tampa, are developing universities of their own. The people of Florida showed
very graciously their appreciation of the educational work which Mrs. Babson
and I have been doing in the state. On May 31, 1927, the University of Florida
awarded me an honorary degree of Doctor of Laws when I gave the commencement address on that day. On March 12, 1934, Southern College awarded
the honorary degree of Doctor of Education to Mrs. Babson.
Stetson University also awarded me in 194° the honorary degree of Doctor
of Laws. Truly, we feel grateful to the people of Florida for all they have done
for us. These gifts, moreover, have been in the form of good health, educational
facilities, and recreation, rather than in the form of material rewards.

Chapter XXV I
THE FLORIDA

BOOM

T

HE five acres at Mountain Lake, upon which our winter home stands,
sold £or a dollar an acre in 1895. It was then used primarily £or turpentine
purposes. There was not even a shack where Lakes Wales now stands. The
whole section 0£ the Scenic Highlands £rom Haines City to Frostproo£ in 1900
was a pine £orest, without a citrus tree, a highway, a telephone pole, or even
a railroad. Gradually it was found that citrus trees did exceptionally well on
these sand hills, if given plenty of fertilizer. By 1914, this five acres was included with some land near by which had been developed into grove property,
and the entire tract was sold for fifty dollars an acre. Eight years therea£ter, in
1922, I paid two thousand dollars an acre for this same land. Four years later,
during the boom, vacant rough land, not so attractive as mine but located near
me, sold £or seventy-five hundred dollars an acre!
A syndicate in which I was interested bought about seven thousand acres of
ranch land fifteen miles east 0£ Lake Wales at about fifteen dollars an acre in
1924-25.In 1926 they refused fifty dollars an acre for this same property. In
1928-29,five dollars an acre was the best bid! What started the Florida boom,
I do not know; but history shows that every generation since the early 'eighties,
when Mr. Henry B. Plant built the railroad from Jacksonville to Sanford, and
later to Tampa, there has been a Florida boom. There has never been more
than one Florida boom within one generation. It has been impossible to catch
the same people twice, but it has always been possible to catch each generation.
There is every indication that another and even greater Florida boom will
some day occur. There is something about the climate which "gets" people.
HOW BOOMS START
A£ter a certain number
As a generation
winter

vacations

0£ years, Northern

which

it could

not

induces these people to go to Florida
are attracted

by what

per acre is low,
Florida

people seem to tire 0£ cold winters.

becomes older, it £eels the cold more, and also is able to take
take

when

younger.

£or the winter.

They

Finally,

go, and while

appears to be a very low price £or land. While

compared

with

land is proportionately

prices in the North,
less. This
231

latter

someone

the productivity

£act, apparently,

there

the price
0£ the

is not recog-
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nized and these people purchase a little property. Other people come down
who also purchase property. The result 0£ this buying is that the price goes up
and some 0£ the early purchasers sell and take a profit. Instead 0£ carrying the
profit back North with them, they reinvest it in other Florida land. This makes
the price 0£ land go higher. Soon everyone is making a profit on land, as well
as enjoying a health£ul and pleasant winter.
When a man makes a profit, he cannot help telling 0£ it. Hence these people
take back those stories to the North. Soon Northern real estate agents come
to Florida £or easy pickings. Newspapers and magazines begin to carry articles
on Florida and soon a boom is under way. Yet, strange to say, at no time have
the Florida people themselves been responsible £or starting one 0£ these booms.
In every instance, in every generation, the Florida boom has unconsciously
been started by Northern visitors and systematically been cultivated by Northern real estate vultures. The native Florida people 0£ each generation have not
got excited until the boom was about ready to culminate. Then these un£ortunate Florida natives, instead 0£ being content to take their profit and salt it
down in good securities, have put it back into more land at fictitiously high
prices. In many cases old Florida £amilies, who had been out 0£ debt all their
lives, mortgaged their properties at the height 0£ the boom excitement and lost
everything.
SOMETHING ALWAYS BEING BOOMED
A£ter

a collapse 0£ business, no one has any interest

anywhere

at any price;

minimum;

but

government

high prices. Government
year municipal

in buying

stocks are a drug on the market,
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are selling
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2Y2 per cent bonds are selling

with

per cent basis, while ten

at a premium.

It is dangerous

to make prophecies in a book, but I am sure that such municipal-bond
will

collapse just as did the Florida

boom

and every other boom

history.

People are crazy at such a time

mining

stocks then sell at £rom five to ten times

years previous.
come with

These

stocks will

each generation.

They

likewise

and silver

what

collapse.

by pro£essional

severe losses to almost all connected

markets
in previous

stocks. Gold

they sold £or a £ew

Booms

are not started artificially;

start, they are £anned and cultivated
booms bring

to buy gold

at a

at fictitiously

0£ various

kinds

but when they do

promoters.

Ultimately,

all

therewith.

EFFECTON BUSINFSS
The Florida boom 0£ the 'twenties did not affect, to any great extent, northwestern Florida. Cities such as Tallahassee, and even Gainesville, not £requented by Northern visitors, did not suffer loss. Jacksonville both profited
and suffered, but as a gateway rather than as a winter resort. Daytona and
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Palm Beach on the east coast, and Clearwater, St. Petersburg, and Sarasota on
the west coast, were all severely hit. The boom, however, centered in its intensity at Miami. In this city, corner business lots, which sold £or $2,5°0 in
1920, sold £reely £or $5°,000 in the spring 0£ 1926. These purchases moreover,
were not made merely by promoters and speculators, but by some 0£ the
shrewdest bankers and big business men 0£ the North. O£ten a business lot
starting at $20,000 would be resold £our times during a month, at a profit each
time 0£ perhaps $5,000. I tried to show clients that these vacant business properties in Miami were selling £or more than improved properties on valuable
corners in Boston, Philadelphia, Cleveland, Detroit, St. Louis, and other Northern cities. Such advice, however, was 0£ no avail.
People lose their heads in all booms, whether with agricultural land, city
property, or shore property. During the Florida boom a hundred dollars a
£ront £oot was a standard price £or east coast ocean lots in a wilderness. Land
prices at Miami Beach ran up to five hundred dollars a £ront £oot. The whole
thing was ridiculous, and yet all the people who bought at these outrageous
prices expected to sell at a profit. In addition to the legitimate transactions,
groups about the state were promoting banana plantations, oil explorations,
and £ake schemes 0£ all kinds. Pandemonium reigned. The laying out and
building 0£ subdivisions caused a boom in the construction industry which
resulted in great temporary benefit to merchants, artisans, and common labor .
As a result, rents, retail prices, and everything else soared correspondingly. One
young £ellow at Babson Park-who
a year previous had been working con.
tentedly at thirty-five dollars a week-received a commission one day 0£ £orty
thousand dollars. A number 0£ young £ellows were receiving commissions 0£
ten thousand dollars every £ew weeks. There were more Rolls-Royces and
Lincolns in the state 0£ Florida in 1926 than in any other state in the country.
CURSESOF BORROWING
This boom, like all others, would
a cash basis. As the boom
profits

that
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until
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£ruit fly appeared, when the Federal Government placed an embargo on exporting £ruit from the state. Then came the general stock market collapse in 1929,
which was a blow to Florida as well as to the rest 0£ the country. A bad storm
in 193° blew off a large percentage 0£ the £ruit, wrecked buildings, and £elled
trees. Bank £ailures came in 1931, when about three-£ourths of the banks in
Florida closed. Then ensued the election year 0£ 1932, when all business was
quiet.
In 1933, the people 0£ Florida thought their troubles were allover. They
started with good courage, only to have another storm strip the £ruit £rom the
trees. Once again they tightened their belts, spent their last dollar on £ertilizer ,
and determined, with the help of the Roosevelt administration, to raise the
largest crop 0£ citrus and truck that the state had ever produced. The weather
up until December, 1934, was satis£actory. On December II 0£ that year the
trees were loaded with beautiful fruit. Tomatoes, beans, and other truck looked
better than they had £or years. Real estate was truly beginning to pick up.
Then, on that night, without any warning from Washington, came the £reeze,
which was £ollowed by one more severe freeze the next night. Florida continued, however, to have its sunshine arid delight£ul climate. The latter alone
would offset all these catastrophes if people would re£use to borrow money.
Debts and taxes are the curse of Florida. Sunshine, water, and oil are its assets.
THE TOURISTINDUSTRY
Although real estate people are continually emphasizing the agricultural,
mineral, and other "money-making" possibilities 0£ Florida, I have no enthusiasm along such lines. Un£ortunately, I must be guided by the statistics which
come over my desk. These statistics ShoW conclusively that Florida's greatest
source 0£ income is £rom the tourist trade. This is now averaging, based on the
records 0£ train passengers and automobile registrations, very high annual
figures. This compares with an income 0£ very much less £rom citrus, £rom
timber products, £rom truck, £rom fisheries, £rom cattle and other £ood prodUCtS.In addition, phosphate and other mineral products may also amount to
less although we do not yet know about oil. The tourist industry alone, there£ore, now brings more money into Florida than all other sources combined. In
timber, fisheries, agricultural products, and £ruits, Florida must compete with
the rest 0£ the country; but in health£ul winter climate with seashore advantages, near the great centers 0£ population, Florida has almost a monopoly.
When I was a boy, £ew people went away £or the entire summer; while
almost none went away £or the winter. Summer vacations have since become
more or less universal; and winter vacations are £ast becoming the habit 0£
increasing numbers 0£ the American people. The £uture 0£ Florida lies in encouraging the people 0£ the United States to come to Florida £or their winter
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work. The state needs nationally and intensively to publicize its wonder£ul
recreational and health possibilities. All persons beyond middle age who can
afford to do so-especially those who have any personal income or a pensionshould spend their winters in Florida. The climate is delightful and living is
cheap. Such winter vacations in Florida should lengthen their lives many years.
Middle-aged people who come to Florida with the idea 0£ making their
living are usually disappointed; but those who leave their money in the North,
properly invested, and depend upon their income £rom such £unds £or subsistence in Florida, are well and happy. This is the class 0£ people which Florida
should attract to its ranches, groves, lakes, towns, cities, and seashore. Millions
0£ Northern people should spend their winters in Florida. Many 0£ these people
would remain as permanent residents. This especially. applies to those living
on small pensions. The city 0£ St. Petersburg has had the £oresight to develop
scientifically this health and tourist business into a great industry. 1£ the same
spirit could be caught by the entire state, with the bunk 0£ money-making opportUnities eliminated, Florida would permanently enjoy real prosperity. Furthermore, the only thing Florida people need do to impress the nation with
the health-giving qualities 0£ Florida climate and citrus £ruits is to so live and
eat that Florida statistically will have the lowest sickness and death rate 0£ any
state in the country.
SCIENTIFICHEALTH STUDIES
This opportunity is greater today than ever, owing to the scientific discoveries
now being made in connection with the ultra-violet sun rays and the great importance to our health 0£ the air which we breathe. When a boy, the only
thing I knew about sunshine was the possibility 0£ getting a sunstroke. Houses
in those days had no piazzas and very small windows. The idea 0£ sitting in
the sunshine £or health was never heard 0£. Little was known also 0£ the therapeutic value 0£ £resh air, although my mother did give the house a good airing
once a day. I respect her £or this, because we had no screens in the summer
time and the flies were terrible. Mosquitoes, however, did not appear until after
the town water system was installed. My Gloucester home was So cold in the
winter time that my mother must have had a good deal 0£ courage to open all
the windows in the middle 0£ the morning and let the house air oUt.
In recent years the effect 0£ ultra-violet rays and £resh air on health has been
more and more recognized. Statistics even suggest that sunshine gives the most
protection 0£ anything, and that £resh air may be our chie£ source 0£ £ood.
Sunshine is the basis 0£ all energy, £ood, and £uel. When we lack vigor or
courage, when we cannot think clearly, it is o£ten due to lack 0£ sunshine. It
is the reaction 0£ sunshine on £ruits and green vegetables, milk, etc., which
gives us the so-much-needed vitamins. Furthermore, it is the effect 0£ sunshine
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on the calcium and other food elements which develops the disease-resisting
qualities of our bones, blood, and tissues. As to the importance of the air we
breathe to our health, we now learn that the actual weight of the air which
we daily take into our bodies exceeds the weight of the food we eat. This
is why students can assimilate in twenty winter weeks at the Scenic Highlands
of Florida as much education as students obtain in thirty winter weeks attend.
ing college at a northern city.
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HOW I WAS CAUGHT
Mrs. Babson and I were not caught in the land boom, although we perhaps
should have sold some of our property at boom prices and invested the money
in United States government bonds or gold stocks. We purchased all our
properties before the boom started, and made no purchases whatsoever during
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the boom days. We, however, learned a lesson from the Florida boom in connection with municipal bonds which might have cost us considerable money.
From my earliest days in business I had been taught that municipal bonds
were the best bonds. Because of their low yield and because of the better opportunities for profit which other securities offered, we had never bought
municipals before we went to Florida. Furthermore, until after World War I,
income taxes were not a factor, and hence there was no special reason for buying municipal bonds to save taxes.
Florida municipals, during the boom, seemed very attractive. They were
strictly municipal bonds for which the entire community was obligated. They
were issued with legal opinions from the best New York municipal bond
attorneys. They yielded 6 per cent interest, and, best of all, were exempt from
£ederal income taxes. This last £eature was very important to Mrs. Babson and
me, as our annual income had now reached a large figure. Therefore, while
others were buying Florida land, buildings, mortgages, etc., we felt that we
were taking no chances in buying the rock-bottom municipal bonds which underlay everything. I say this without any exceptions, because Florida had almost
no state indebtedness. Yet, when the boom broke, these municipals gradually
began to de£ault. These de£aults continued to increase until seven-eighths 0£
the cities of Florida refused to pay either principal or interest on their municipal bonds.
Five years be£ore these de£aults, no banker or bond expert in the United
States would have believed that such a general municipal repudiation would
have been possible. Florida municipal bond issues, which sold freely in 1926
at par, gradually crumbled in price until they sold around ten. Of course, I
made the mistake of thinking that a municipal bond is a municipal bond. I
bought largely without visiting the cities and seeing for what purposes the
money was spent. 1£I had done this, I would have seen that most of this money
was being spent, at the solicitation 0£ irresponsible real estate promoters and
contractors, for the building

0£ asphalt roads through undeveloped property

which would not be occupied for fifty years.
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upon by bankers and investors, although ultimately it may be the one thing to
bring all municipal bonds into disrepute. Another bad feature about municipal
bonds is that the principal cannot be sued upon until it becomes due. An investor can sue for overdue interest, but must be content each year to sue on
interest alone until the principal of the bond comes due. So long as this unjust
condition exists, I prefer good corporation bonds to municipal bonds of any
kind or of any city.
The worst feature of all developed in connection with politics. As the politicians of one city saw another city getting away with default, they promised,
if elected, to default on their city bonds. The voters of these cities did not have
character enough to withstand the temptation. Hence the whole thing became
a political racket, aided and abetted by some of the wealthiest taxpayers and
most reputable lawyers. Corporation bondholders can foreclose on the assets of
a company; mortgagees can foreclose on buildings or vacant land; but the holders of municipal bonds cannot, as a matter of practice, foreclose on a city or
county. Theoretically, municipal bonds are AAA securities; but practically
their only security is the character of the voters. Unfortunately, under our
present democratic system, which allows etleryone to tlote irrespectitle of character or intelligence, the security behind municipal bonds in this country is
continually being diluted. The lesson which I learned from the Florida boom
is to count ten before buying municipal bonds. The debt per family should be
so low that there is no temptation to default.
Learning that many of my clients had also bought Florida municipals-although not on our recommendation-l
made a thorough study of the entire
situation. This study convinced me that these defaulted bonds-then selling at
10 to 20 per cent of their par value-should be bought and I so advised clients.
I showed my faith by also buying heavily. As a result we all made very large
profits. Actions and reactions again!

HOBBIES AND RECREA TIONS

W

HEN

my mother was asked for what the middle initial of my name,

"W," stands, she would always reply, "Work." Yet, work has never
been a drudgery for me. I have enjoyed it. Bridge and other card games never
appealed to me. I once tried to take up golf, but I simply did not care for it;
yet many people with far more brains than I have get a great kick out of
chasing a little white ball. This brings m~ to a definition of work and pleasure.
It seems to me that work is doing the things we do not like to do; but pleasure
is doing the things we do like to do. Therefore, if we like to work, it is pleasure; while if we do not like certain sports or games, they are work.
This same principle applies to Sunday observance. I believe everyone should
attend divine worship at some time on every Sabbath day; but during the rest
of the day he should do the things which he does not do during the week.
The executive, therefore, should spend the balance of the Sabbath walking,
riding, or playing golf; but the letter-carrier would better spend the Sabbath
resting with a book. It is the old story that what is one man's meat is another
man's poison. Jesus doubtless had this in mind when He said: "Judge not, that
ye be not judged."
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market for the vegetables. In this way the garden would show a good profit.
My whole experience makes me believe in farming as sustenance insurance
rather than as a business. I remember that one year in our early married life
the Gardcn Magazinc paid us seven hundred and fifty dollars for a series of
articles on back-yard gardens. One can readily understand that when some
devoted reader called to see our back-yard garden, it was essential that no
hired man be found on the premises! But-all
joking aside-a back-yard
garden should be listed as my first important hobby, although Rhode Island
Red hens should be included for statistical accuracy!
ACTIVEWALKING
My next hobby was walking. There is something about rapid walking which
exercises all muscles 0£ the body. Walking, 0£ course, should be done in the
£resh air. 1£ one walks during the daytime, he also usually gets a good amount
0£ sunshine. The importance 0£ deep breathing while walking, or the practice
0£ vitalic breathing, is not to be overlooked. My £ather used to call it "eating
air." Even today I leave three automobiles in the garage each morning and
walk £rom my house to the office, a distance 0£ about one mile. One 0£ my men
£rom the office calls at my house and drives my car to the office, where he leaves
it £or use by me in an emergency.
For some years after recovering £rom tuberculosis, I took long walks, and
spent many hours a day in the sunshine. Clubs 0£ all kinds are doubtless use£ul, but no one needs to join a gol£ club or visit a gymnasium, or spend good
money in any other way £or exercise. The four finest things £or health-walking, £resh air, sunshine, and watet-are £ree! I might also mention sunsets and
some other priceless things which cost us nothing. Surely, a healthy, busy, and
happy li£e can be simple and within the range and means 0£ almost everyone.
It is our attempt to "keep up with the Joneses" that causes most 0£ the trouble.
Life was not meant to be so complicated. Not really until the arrival 0£ national
advertising and high-pressure selling did we become so £oolish. It was these
things that caused us to £orget the Tenth Commandment.
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0£ course, it is not so sa£eas walking. Twice I have come near losing my li£e,
but in both instances it was my £ault and not the horse's.
I never ride horses from a public stable, and I dislike riding any horse but
my own. I believe in one-man horses, one-man dogs, and one-man women.
Horses are intelligent, but are great creatures 0£ habit. They dislike to have
any new things sprung on them. They like the same routine each day, and they
like to have only one master. A £eature which appeals to me about a horse is
that I can do all the talking. The horse cannot answer me back or ask me what
I think of the stock market. When riding, I prefer to ride alone on a lonely
path, followed by some employe who will be at hand in case of an accident.
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boulders and glorious sunsets of Dogtown, I am always captivated by the
native flowers. Wild roses, blue asters, bayberry and thistles bloom today
identically as they did when this former village-now extinct-was at its height
of activity. Why is it that through struggle and in spite of flood, drought, and
even promiscuity, these native flowers hold their own and refuse to deteriorate?
Yet our marvelous newly cultivated species will completely run out in a few
years except with continued fertilization and artificial breeding.
The answer to the above query is apparently as follows: through the centuries the native Dogtown flowers have developed some divine technique 0£
invisible control from within, but which does not interfere with the freedom of
the individual plants to propagate and grow as they wish. Scientists have not
yet discovered how this has been accomplished; but they do know that it is a
slow process. In these days when we want government quickly to bring about
a new social order, has not Dogtown a lesson for even political leaders? Dogtown teaches me clearly that progress comes only slowly and from developing within the individual self-control, high ideals and other fundamental
immunities.
OLD SHIPSAND MAPS
Neither Mrs. Babson nor I have as yet become art crazy, although we had
a small gallery in the basement 0£ our home. Here were £ound modern pictures
0£ Gloucester and Rockport. These were mostly pictures 0£ different types 0£
sailing-vessels. There is something about the sailing-ship that appeals to me
greatly. Those who sail the seasmust have independence, courage, and initiative;
they must be willing to meet any danger and be ready £or any emergency.
Sometime I should like to start one more educational mstitution, operated on a
sailing-ship plying £rom Boston to some cannibal port, where the students
would barter £or merchandise. This would give them real training £or business.
The sailing-ship also carries a constant moral. This is why the sailing-ship appears on the seal 0£ the Babson Institute, with those words 0£ Ella Wheeler
Wilcox:
It's the set of the sails, and not the gales,
That determines the way it goes.

For the benefit of landlubbers, let me say that a good sea captain, by the
proper setting of his sails and the tacking of his ship, can move against the
wind almost as well as with it. I once suggested to Mrs. Babson that we also
use a ship on the seal of Webber College, especially as a ship is always referred
to as "she." In view, however, of the reason which my father always gave as
to why a ship is classed as feminine, Mrs. Babson strenuously objected. My
father's reason was, "because the rigging is worth more than the hull."
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My love for the sea also directed me to collecting old sailing-maps, especially
old maps of America. On the walls of the balcony of the great map-room of
the Coleman Building on the Babson Institute campus is found a portion of
my collection. The first and oldest map of the United States which I have been
able to find is dated 1545. Following this, I have maps of about every thirtyyear period, showing the evolution of American geography and finally of the
United States. I often look at these maps to remind me not only of my ancestors, but of the possibility that the next one hundred years may witness as
many changes as have occurred during the past century.
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of famous men. These letters, by the way, are an excellent investment, better
than many stocks and bonds. She has autographs of most prominent people
from the time of Columbus up to the present day. It is not enough, of course,
just to have an autograph letter from a man. Such a letter should refer to some
feature of the man's life-work. For instance, a letter by Jay Gould merely asking
the laundry man to call for some dirty linen would not be worth much. To be
really valuable, a letter by Jay Gould should contain his advice in regard to investments, while a letter from Long fellow should in some way discuss poetry.
One of Mrs. Babson's most interesting letters was written by General Pershing on the first Armistice Day, when he happened to be on a French steamer
returning from France to America. Some of the passengers thought it would
be well to have some sort of celebration on the ship for this first Armistice
Day, although they had no knowledge whatever that similar celebrations would
take place allover the world. They thereupon sent a note to General PershiQg's
cabin suggesting that he have some part in it. Mrs. Babson's letter is General
Pershing's reply. Considering the fact that he brought about the Armistice,
that this was his first return home after the Armistice, and that this letter was
written on a French ship on the first anniversary of the Armistice, it should
some day be a very valuable letter. It is interesting to study the relation between
the handwriting and the character of people. The study of chirography has not
yet reached a scientific stage, but it certainly is very interesting and suggestive.
Mrs. Babson has collected some antiques, but only family antiques. Neither of
us has a craze for antiques, except as they give a graphic story of our ancestry.
Her present hobby is the collection of old glass, but this is a subject too deep
and transparent for me intelligently to discussl
OUR NEWTONIANA
This brings me to Mrs. Babson's most valuable
toniana,

to which

and Reaction,

Sir Isaac Newton
and Gravity.
it has brought

which

and contemporary

to the Babson Institute

than any other in this country.
important

works,

contribution

T he Principia,

is based on Newton's
writings

which

treating

Newton

and comments

in 1726-a

in other

made to scientific

in 1687. The first edition,
year be£ore Newton

of

on Motion

and at the same time

0£ Newtoniana

£ew copies, was £ollowed by a reissue 0£ that edition.
in 1713, and a third

0£ Motion,
the works

0£ his work

and instructive,

a collection

Law

collected

more complete

Not only are the major works 0£ Newton

translations,

first published

in this collection,

Third

Mrs. Babson has systematically

This has been most interesting

in it, but minor

her New-

I have already re£erred. Since the early years 0£ the compila-

tion 0£ the Babsonchart,
or Action

collection-namely,

thought
consisting

The

is £ound in
0£ relatively

A second edition
died. All

£ound

languages.

appeared

these editions

and a great prize is a specially bound copy 0£ the third

are

edition.
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This was bound in red morocco, hand tooled, with gilt edges and a wide margin. Only twelve copies were so bound up for Newton especially. These he gave
to the leading scientists of England and Europe. Mrs. Babson has one of these
twelve copies, probably one that went to France. Two other treasures are a first
edition of The Principia and a second edition of Opticks, with notes and corrections in Newton's handwriting. These were in his personal library.
Newton's work on Opticks-originally
given as papers before the Royal $0ciety-was published in four editions, beginning in 1704; these have all been
found and added to her collections. She has his Optical Lectures, given to the
students at Cambridge and published after his death, and the various editions
of Universal Arithmetick. Volumes of the Transactions of the Royal Society
containing many of his papers; an account of the investigations made by a committee of the Royal Society in regard to his quarrel with Leibnitz as to which
discovered certain methods in calculus; contemporary articles and books on the
controversy; Flamsteed's Observations on the Stars, which Newton had published without the permission of Flamsteed; and the writings of those contemporaries of Newton who touched on any phase of his work-are included
in Mrs. Babson's collection. In fact, as far as possible, everything procurable
pertaining to Newton, from the time of his birth to the present time, haS"been
added to the collection. The latest life of Newton, published by Professor More
of the University of Cincinnati in 1934, is the most recent addition.
GENEALOGY
As MrS. Babson has been devoting
Newton,

I thought

and Webber
are more
tangible

to the £amily

in studies

is given to genealogy

0£ stocks, bonds,

0£ Sir Isaac

time on the Babson
today. People

real estate, and other

more

assets. The time may come, nevertheless, when these £orms 0£ property,
we are now fighting,

may be owned

publicly

our only assets may be ourselves and our children.

great interest
When

her energies

be well £or me to spend a little

£amilies. Not enough attention

interested

over which
Then

it would

will

children

attention

will

develop in genealogy,

biology,

become the only assets which
be given to marriage,

and printed,

with

W. Mustard,

It is to anticipate

Jr., will

Genealogy.

and the training

0£ mine

0£ boys and

someday study genealogical

this time that I have collected
Chamberlain,

the Babson

I hope that my son-in-Iaw,

do the same £or his side 0£ the £amily.

these books, it has been a hobby
ancestors. On the third

Someday

studies.

a person can have, then serious

conception,

the help 0£ George Walter

alogy and the Webber

1£ this time comes, a
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girls.
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with
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from flintlocks to foot-stoves used by my ancestors, during the past two hundred
years. This collection has since been given to the Babson Institute. Every family
should have such a room which becomes more and more interesting with every
generation. It is perhaps my greatest indoor hobby.
GOOD CHEER

BOOKS

I have, however, one more indoor hobby-namely,
the collection 0£ Good
Cheer books. Although naturally very hope£ul, I have been quite depressed
during the convalescent periods 0£ my illnesses. During these periods I have
been helped greatly by reading certain modern books, as well as the Bible. I believe that reading should be used by physicians perhaps more than pills. Yet
I have never known a physician to prescribe the reading 0£ a book. Different
people under various conditions need, 0£ course, to read different kinds 0£
books. Persons who are too ambitious need to read a book which will sober
them down. People who are too acquisitive need to read a book showing the
£oolishness 0£ acquisition. Some sick people should read detective stories, while
other sick people should read humor. Poetry is soothing, while the study 0£
astrol}omy is help£ul to one having a nervous breakdown or a selfish complex.
There£ore, I have done some work toward collecting a library along these lines.
The most important part 0£ this library are those books and pamphlets which
awaken within one's soul, faith, hope, and confidence. I call them my "Good
Cheer Library." Below is a list 0£ such books :
Author or Editor

Titl~
Way

to

Peac~,

Health

and

Bertha Conde

Publisher
Charles

Scribner's

Sons

Power
Faith
Guid~

to Books

Guide

to Literatur~

Martha

for

Character
for

Char-

Cabanne

Kayser

Starbuck

and

Others

Starbuck

and

Shuttleworth

Meador Publishing Co.
The Macmill an Company
The Macmillan Company

acter Training

William Watters Davis
John R. Gunn

Th~ Day of Worship
A Lamp unto My F~~t
S~nsibl~

Man's

ligion
Th~ Conqu~st
Truth

and

Vj~w
of

of

R~-

F~ar

th~ Faith

John

Haynes

Holmes

Basil King
Hartley Burr Alexander

The Macmillan Company
Ray Long and Rich and R.
Smith
Harper & Brothers
Doub1eday,
Henry

Ho1t

Page
and

& Co.
Company,

Inc.

Faith and Success
Religion,
the Dynamic
of
Education
Robbing Youth of Its Religion

Basil King
Walter M. Howlett

Doub1eday,

James F. Halliday

Courage That Propels
Let's Start Over Again
I Dare you!
Prayers for the Way
Thought Farthest Out

Go Ray Jordan
Vash Young
William H. Danforth
John So Bunting
Glenn Clark

Henry Holt and Company,
Inc.
Cokesbury Press
Bobbs-Merrill Company
Wm. H. Dan£orth
Geo. W. Jacobs & Co.
Macalester Park Pub. Co.

Harper

Page

& Co.

& Brothers
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Title
It

Can

he Done

Chain of Prayer Across the
Ages
Spirit
lllumination and Love
The Hardest Part
Through Failure to Success
GraysonBooks
Among

the many

thousands

which

Author or Editor
Collected by Joseph Morris
and St. Clair Adams
Compiled by Selina F. Fox
Ethel P. S. Hoyt
George Elmer Littlefield
G. A. Studdart Kennedy
JamesAlexander
Ray Stanhard Baker

pamphlets

which

I have read are the following
Author

Title
'haracter

I have with

National

Education

Florence

lust

Coleman Cox

as I Thought

Lo Clarke

As I See It

Coleman Cox

Thought

Henry Thomas Hamblin

Simple

Transmutation
Talks

Thought
The Way
Hymns

on

Science

(1,2

and

of

of Hope

and

Courage

From Soul-Weariness to Creati1/e Radiance
The Happiest Man in the
World
For Every

Henry Thomas Hamblin

3)
Go

Week-PrayC1's

and

Ro

Halliday

Anton T. Boisen

Walter Devoe
Harold

F. Barber

Harriet

Cecil

Magee

Promises
Daily

Fourth Presbyterian Church

Worship

Everyday

s. DeWitt Clough

Courage

Thoughts
of
Things
for
People
Song Service of the Eloist
Ministry
lnspiration
(June ,July and
August, 1932)
Science of Thought Review
(A Monthly Magazine)

E. P. Dutton & Co., Inc.
Red Rose Press
GeorgeH. Doran Co.
Funk & Wagnalls

great

care selected from

U. S. Dept. of Interior
Washington, D. C.
Florence L. Clarke
Memphis, Tenn.
Coleman Cox Pub. Co.
San Francisco, Calif.
Coleman Cox Pub. Co.
San Francisco, Calif.
Science of Thought Press
Chichester, England
Science of Thought Press
Chichester, England
G. R. Halliday
Hollywood, Calif.
Pligrim Press
Boston, Mass.
Walter Devoe
Brookline, Mass.
Harold F. Barber
Pilgrim Press
Boston, Mass.
Harriet Cecil Magee
Worcester, Mass.
Chicago
Pilgrim Press
Boston, Mass.
S. DeWitt Clough & Son

Brookline, Mass.

William c. Gannett
Open

John Murray

Eloist

Blessed Be Drudgery

the

Co.

Delia A. Lynch

Aaron Wirpel

Across

&

Chicago
Aaron WirpeI
Los Angeles, Calif.
James Pott & Co.
New York
Dexter Pub. Co.
Tulsa, Okla.
H. E. Ledyard Pub. Co.

Creating Happiness

Cobwebs
Door

Sully

Publisher
Associa-

cion

Tune in for Your Birthright

Publisher
George

:

or Editor

Education
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Fred

J.

Smith

Ministry

Walter Devoe
Various Authors

Walter Devoe
Brookline, Mass.
H. T. Harnblin
Chichester, England
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VISITORSAND THEATERS
I am not a hermit,
with

the fireplace

joyable

but people, un£ortunately,

and my books-without

recreations.
too many

one 0£ my most en-

only

planned

and carried

0£ some readjustment.

bag which

I have

are soon "all through."

bag that long hangs in the closet unused which

than the hot-water

I sincerely

but

cases where men who "get through"

It is the hot-water
rather

any visitors-is

I believe that i£ one's li£e is rightly

out, there is no need 0£ retirement,
known

tire me; hence, an evening alone

deteriorates,

is o£ten used, as in the case 0£ hospitals.

regret my lack 0£ interest

in the theater.

Shakespearian

plays, I am

very sorry to say, are over my head. The only sort 0£ show I really enjoy is a
good musical
rhythm.

comedy,

Symphony

with

to hear a good military
"£amiliarity

achieving

with

everyone,

breeds contempt."

success, diversification

vesting-o£

money,

be interested

girls

and simple

music

put me to sleep, but I will

with

a '.ot 0£

go many

miles

band.

I try to be £riendly
that

some pretty

concerts usually

time,

cussing new methods

0£ a mixer-bt-..eving

concentration

is £ar more important

energy,

in a variety

but am not much
Although

and £riends. Hence,

0£ things

and especially

and new inventions.

is important

to health

I have always

enjoy

tried

examining

It is a good habit

in

and sa£e into

and dis-

for all business

and pro£essional men to try to look at the landscape £rom the £ront 0£ the train
rather than £rom the rear. I always have some prospective
when alone at home in the evening.

patent

I try to create rather

to work

on

than memorize.

CHILDREN AND GRANDCHILDREN
One

hobby

at the

a£ter my death.
children,
NoV.

0£ whom

17, 1924;

Florida)

Who

Camilla

May

says that

I coax

£or doing,

but

to be the only
I truly
some

five:

Roger

Webber,
Webber,

born

June

April

6, 1927

born

NoV.

21,

three

and
in

Marlene

I would

permanent

thing!

principles

grandchildren.

than

£or the money

later

leave

will

0£ li£e. Playing

pleasures.

Both

will

we leave
depend

addition

We

remember
them.

to my
with

all should

upon

how
the

Babson

desire

they
time

Mustard,

to instill

use the
we now

give

to

children

we give

money

them

meant

to our

£or the time

mother
appears

into

was

time

Babson

their

£act, change

children

more

in

Judith

Mrs.

spanked
In

little
give

us £ar more

Besides,

primarily

have

(both

1929;

Massachusetts).

on

grand-

was born

born

is changing.

natural

who

was

world

£undamental

Webber,

was

which

grandchildren-in

carry

to my

Who

is that

my

will

time

Who

to do things
the

which

0£ giving

Babson

25, 1934;

latter

plans

things,

reply

enjoy

them

was

to make

other

been

5, 1944 (these

them
my

be one 0£ man's
and

have
Grace

who

born

is trying

among

Parkhurst

Webber,
was

time

consists,
there

; Michael

Knight

present

This

which
them.
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PLANNING FOR POSTERITY
Another

thing

I have been doing,

which

I hope will

be carried

death, is the carving

0£ mottoes on the boulders

chusetts. My £amily

says that I am de£acing the boulders

£amily with

these inscriptions,

but the work

mon,

I revert

to a boyhood

Gloucester,

Massa-

and disgracing

the

gives me a lot 0£ satis£action, £resh

air, exercise and sunshine. I am really trying
carved in stone instead 0£ printed

at Dogtown,

on a£ter my

a simple book with

words

on paper. Besides, when on Dogtown

com-

which

to write

I once enjoyed

when

driving

cows there

many years ago.
In all £rankness, Babson's Reports have been my chie£ joy and reaction.
work

has been most interesting

my first thought

and exciting.

in the morning

and my last at night

be made more use£ul. I £urther
and impartial

economic

heart-rending

depressions

"planned

economy"

believe i£ enough

and investment
could

0£ any political

Yet,

investment

A privately

vertising.

there is a constant

advisors to temporize.
which,

Fortunately,

subscriptions

or indirectly,

Babson's

Reports

Hence, my most interesting
will

£or business and

are interested

movies,

in commercial

ad-

one source 0£ income:

the

and checking

the data. (2)

stabilizer

be less temptation

casts are made. (3) By having

at the work

Perhaps these three goals could be reached by reincorporating
laws and operating

ever, are sometimes

vulnerable

with

As a partial

solution,

to their own personal
supervision

as a public

with

service.

under the tax-£ree
how-

interests. Hence, it might
The ideal is diversified

or control.

I am using Business Statistics

scribed in this book. This company,

£ore-

a single board 0£ trustees. Trustees,

be unwise £or one such board to own the organization.
with concentrated

unwelcome

Babson's Reports content
primarily

who

rates £or our

used, and also so

to cancel when

those who control

reasonable average incomes, looking

By increasing

0£ the people

the subscription

may be more widely

£or clients

0£ the country.

steps: ( I)

the character

By reducing

services in order that Babson's Reports
that there will

out some plan whereby

economic

only by three simultaneous

sources 0£ in£ormation

collect and analyze

ownership

advisory

depend upon these clients'

hobby has been to work

become a permanent

This can be accomplished

educational

a
be

£all off when bear-

temptation

has only

in

advisors will

0£ its clients.

Babson's Reports
our

booms and

This especially applies to publications,

directly

honest

believe

controlled

may not be ideal. Because clients rapidly

£or their income,

and broadcasting

I do not

where economic

party.

The

the day,

is how these reports can

advice that all dangerous

ish advice is issued, and because so many employes
subscriptions

I do during

£amilies could £ollow

be eliminated.

operated by a government

subject to the influence
service, moreover,

Whatever

now owned

Organization,

Inc., de-

by Mrs. Babson and me, con-
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trols the stock 0£ Babson's Reports Incorporated. But it also owns stock ot
several other companies. It has been a hobby 0£ mine to so diversi£y and develop
these other companies that it would not at all times be necessary to get an income from Babson's Reports. 0£ course, it would help greatly i£ the tax laws
more £ully provided £or greater taxable reserves to be set up during good years
to take care 0£ losses during bad years. In £act, such legislation is needed by all
business concerns to enable booms and depressions to be eliminated. All 0£ the
above requires a very high and public-spirited character 0£ ownership. As one
step in this direction, my will provides as £ollows: At the death 0£ Mrs. Babson
and myself one-third 0£ the stock 0£ Business Statistics Organization, Inc. ( which
controls among other companies Babson's Reports Incorporated), is bequeathed
in trust to my daughter, another third to the Trustees 0£ Webber College, and
the other third to the trustees 0£ a charitable trust-all 0£ these T hree Boards
0£ trustees being high-grade persons. This should assure clients-a£ter our
death-diversified ownership with c;oncentrated supervision.

Chapter

XXV[[[

MY RELIGIOUS CREED

I

W AS brought up on the Apostles' Creed, the old orthodox hymns, and a
£undamental religion. As my parents were Congregationalists, they had not
the inclusive creeds 0£ some 0£ the more £undamental denominations. Nevertheless, the Congregational creed 0£ that day was definite. The original Congregational church 0£ Gloucester became Unitarian in 1829. This resulted in a
fight which divided the church into two hostile camps. My ancestors, I am
sorry to say, re£used to accept the decision 0£ the majority. On November 17,
1829, Deacons Nathaniel Babson and Andrew Parker, together with five
women, separated from the First Parish Church and took the steps which resulted in the organization of the Evangelical Congregational Church. The
name 0£ the latter was changed in 1892 to Trinity Congregational Church.
This was the church in which I was brought up, although today it is probably
even more liberal than was the first Unitarian church of 1829.
How much of the old doctrines my father and mother really believed I never
knew and never shall know. For years my father was a deacon in the church
and my mother was president of the Woman's Missionary Association. The
minister preached fundamental theology every Sunday; it was taught in the
Sunday school, and my parents never questioned it in my presence. Every Sunday we all stood up and recited the Apostles' Creed, including these statements:
"I believe in God. ..and in Jesus Christ, His only Son, our Lord: Who was
conceived by the Holy Ghost, born 0£ the Virgin Mary. ..; He descended into
hell; the third day He rose again from the dead; He ascended into Heaven,
and sitteth on the right hand of God. ..; from thence He shall come to judge
the quick and the dead. I believe. ..the resurrection of the body; and the life
everlasting." For better or for worse-<>nly the future can tell-this grand old
creed is not now used in that church. The reason for the omission would make
an interesting sermon'
TOOMANY CREEDS
AREDANGEROUS
There are, however, so many beautiful things in religion about which most
people agree, that it seems a mistake to emphasize debatable matters. From
my point of view many of these disputed doctrines seem unimportant, especially
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